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Spices.Net Obfuscator is a
professional software
application designed
specifically for helping you
browse and analyze.Net
assemblies by extracting text,
binary and graphical
resources from assemblies,
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checking and re-signing
consistency, as well as
deobfuscating stack trace.
User-interface The layout
gives you the possibility to
explore your assemblies by
browsing structure, members,
types and methods, search for
assembly members and
navigating them. Additionally,
you may create bookmarks
and show or hide from the
main panel several options,
such as Explorer, Informer,
and Modeler. The program’s



capabilities can be greatly
enhanced with the aid of
plugins. The tool includes a
built-in plugin editor which
gives you the power to edit,
add, remove or delete
extensions. Obfuscation
process Spices.Net Obfuscator
allows you to specify a strong
name key file for signing the
obfuscated assemblies, and
include and exclude various
types of assembly members
tofrom obfuscation process.
What’s more, you are allowed



to alter all possible member
names to duplicate ones,
make your assemblies not
reversible, cross-obfuscate
the assemblies, work with
satellite assemblies and
localizations, and provide
debuggable assemblies. The
tool works with the following
environments: C#, J#, VB.Net,
managed C++ extensions,
ASP.Net, Delphi.Net, C#
Builder assemblies, as well as
Net Framework 1.0 and 1.1,
and.Net Compact Framework.



File management options
Spices.Net Obfuscator helps
you store data with the aid of
projects, where you can add
and remove assemblies, alter
obfuscation options, save the
project to your computer, add
an object for substitution or
exclusion from obfuscation, as
well as track the overall
obfuscation progress for the
current project. Bottom line
All in all, Spices.Net
Obfuscator proves to be a
reliable piece of software that



comes bundled with a decent
feature pack for browsing,
analyzing, obfuscating and
decompiling.Net
assemblies.Add a new page
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Obfuscator is a software
package that helps you take a
look at the assemblies in your
application, decompile them
and analyze them. The tool’s
features include binary and
textual encoding, textual
inspection of resources,
searching resources, stack
trace deobfuscation, and
more. Main features The
features are divided into three
categories: – Browsing and
analyzing assemblies –
Searching and decoding



resources – Deobfuscating
stack traces The application
can be easily set up, and once
you have done this, you can
start analyzing your
assemblies by navigating the
following structure: File, Type,
Member, Search, Status, Text,
Assembly, Obfuscator,
Obfuscated. What’s more, you
may create and customize
bookmarks to hide or show
many options, such as
copying and viewing in the
main panel some options, as



well as the feature Explorer,
Informer, and Modeler.
Moreover, you can add,
remove or edit an extension
using the built-in plugin
editor. The program supports
the following versions of
the.Net framework: 3.5, 4.0,
4.5, 4.5.1, 4.5.2, 4.6, 4.6.1,
and 4.6.2. What’s more, you
can save all assemblies’ data
to files, and use PDB’s for
your assemblies. The program
includes support for the
following file extensions:



.cs,.dll,.exe,.ocx,.pdb,.xml,.cp
p,.tt,.fbc,.fdf 2edc1e01e8
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Spices.Net Obfuscator is a
professional software
application designed
specifically for helping you
browse and analyze.Net
assemblies by extracting text,
binary and graphical
resources from assemblies,
checking and re-signing
consistency, as well as
deobfuscating stack trace.
User-interface The layout
gives you the possibility to



explore your assemblies by
browsing structure, members,
types and methods, search for
assembly members and
navigating them. Additionally,
you may create bookmarks
and show or hide from the
main panel several options,
such as Explorer, Informer,
and Modeler. The program’s
capabilities can be greatly
enhanced with the aid of
plugins. The tool includes a
built-in plugin editor which
gives you the power to edit,



add, remove or delete
extensions. Obfuscation
process Spices.Net Obfuscator
allows you to specify a strong
name key file for signing the
obfuscated assemblies, and
include and exclude various
types of assembly members
tofrom obfuscation process.
What’s more, you are allowed
to alter all possible member
names to duplicate ones,
make your assemblies not
reversible, cross-obfuscate
the assemblies, work with



satellite assemblies and
localizations, and provide
debuggable assemblies. The
tool works with the following
environments: C#, J#, VB.Net,
managed C++ extensions,
ASP.Net, Delphi.Net, C#
Builder assemblies, as well as
Net Framework 1.0 and 1.1,
and.Net Compact Framework.
File management options
Spices.Net Obfuscator helps
you store data with the aid of
projects, where you can add
and remove assemblies, alter



obfuscation options, save the
project to your computer, add
an object for substitution or
exclusion from obfuscation, as
well as track the overall
obfuscation progress for the
current project. Bottom line
All in all, Spices.Net
Obfuscator proves to be a
reliable piece of software that
comes bundled with a decent
feature pack for browsing,
analyzing, obfuscating and
decompiling.Net assemblies.
Spices.Net Obfuscator is a



professional software
application designed
specifically for helping you
browse and analyze.Net
assemblies by extracting text,
binary and graphical
resources from assemblies,
checking and re-signing
consistency, as well as
deobfuscating stack trace.
User-interface The layout
gives you the possibility to
explore your assemblies by
browsing structure, members,
types and methods, search for



assembly members and
navigating them. Additionally,
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Spices.Net Obfuscator is a
professional software
application designed
specifically for helping you
browse and analyze.Net
assemblies by extracting text,
binary and graphical
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resources from assemblies,
checking and re-signing
consistency, as well as
deobfuscating stack trace.
User-interface The layout
gives you the possibility to
explore your assemblies by
browsing structure, members,
types and methods, search for
assembly members and
navigating them. Additionally,
you may create bookmarks
and show or hide from the
main panel several options,
such as Explorer, Informer,



and Modeler. The program’s
capabilities can be greatly
enhanced with the aid of
plugins. The tool includes a
built-in plugin editor which
gives you the power to edit,
add, remove or delete
extensions. Obfuscation
process Spices.Net Obfuscator
allows you to specify a strong
name key file for signing the
obfuscated assemblies, and
include and exclude various
types of assembly members
to\from obfuscation process.



What’s more, you are allowed
to alter all possible member
names to duplicate ones,
make your assemblies not
reversible, cross-obfuscate
the assemblies, work with
satellite assemblies and
localizations, and provide
debuggable assemblies. The
tool works with the following
environments: C#, J#, VB.Net,
managed C++ extensions,
ASP.Net, Delphi.Net, C#
Builder assemblies, as well as
Net Framework 1.0 and 1.1,



and.Net Compact Framework.
File management options
Spices.Net Obfuscator helps
you store data with the aid of
projects, where you can add
and remove assemblies, alter
obfuscation options, save the
project to your computer, add
an object for substitution or
exclusion from obfuscation, as
well as track the overall
obfuscation progress for the
current project. Bottom line
All in all, Spices.Net
Obfuscator proves to be a



reliable piece of software that
comes bundled with a decent
feature pack for browsing,
analyzing, obfuscating and
decompiling.Net assemblies.
Software Version: 1.0 Free
version will not work on
shared projects. Spices.Net
Obfuscator - 2013-12-22
02:24:41 Spices.Net
Obfuscator is a professional
software application designed
specifically for helping you
browse and analyze.Net
assemblies by extracting text,



binary and graphical
resources from assemblies,
checking and re-signing
consistency, as well as
deobfuscating stack trace.
User-interface The layout
gives you the possibility to
explore your assemblies by
browsing structure, members,
types and methods, search for
assembly members and
navigating them. Additionally,
you may create bookmarks
and show or hide from the
main panel several options,



such as Explorer, Informer,
and Modeler. The
program&rsqu



System Requirements:

Recommended PC Specs: OS:
64-bit Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10
(x64), or Windows Server
2008 R2, 2012 R2 (x64) 64-bit
processor (x86 or x64) 2 GB of
RAM (4 GB recommended) 16
GB of available hard drive
space Graphics: DirectX 9
Compatible video card with
Shader Model 3.0 and a Pixel
Shader 3.0 DirectX 9
Compatible video card with
Shader Model 3.0 and
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